WANTED: USED MERCEDES-BENZ ABC & MAYBACH CORES
We Pay up to $500 Each Plus Shipping *
All ABC struts must be in rebuildable condi on, no broken or bent struts. They
must include intact hydraulic lines, ball joints and travel sensors where applicable.

S-CLASS & CL-CLASS ABC
W220 & W215 CHASSIS

02-06 FRONT & REAR
AMG ONLY—$100 ea.
Core will have AMG logo on top and lower label.
We do not buy non-AMG 220/215 ABC cores.

03-12 MAYBACH 57 & 62
FRONT $500 ea.
W240 CHASSIS

Call Arnott at 1-800-251-8993 or visit www.ArnottBuysCores.com for shipping labels
* Prices above are for each core. Each core must be packaged properly in its own box, Arnott is not responsible for
cores lost or damaged in transit due to improper packaging. International vendors please contact Arnott for pricing.
Prices & needs subject to change.
Updated: 10/14/20

WANTED: USED MERCEDES-BENZ ABC CORES
We Pay up to $200 Each Plus Shipping *
All ABC struts must be in rebuildable condi on, no broken or bent struts. They
must include intact hydraulic lines, ball joints and travel sensors where applicable.
Front

03-06 SL-CLASS ABC
NON-AMG FRONT & REAR

Rear

$200 ea.

AMG FRONT ONLY
R230

It can be hard to tell the 03-06 230’s from the 0712’s, but you can use the pictures to assist. The top
of the front struts for the 03-06 will have a hole in
the middle as pictured. If it is solid with no hole it is
an 07-12. For the rear you can tell by the travel sensor on top. If there is a solid metal plate instead of a
sensor it is an 07-12. For the Front AMG it will be labeled on the ball joint as pictured.

07-12 SL-CLASS ABC
AMG FRONT ONLY $200 ea.
NON-AMG REAR RIGHT ONLY $200 ea.
R230 CHASSIS
For the 07-12’s we are currently only buying the AMG Fronts and the non
AMG rear right. The top of the fronts have a solid plate in the middle compared to the 03-06 models with the hole pictured above. They should also
have the AMG logo on the label. The rears for the 07-12 will not have a
travel sensor like the earlier models, they will have a solid plate with no
holes. These will have “R” on the bo om mount label and will not have the
AMG logo.

Call Arnott at 1-800-251-8993 or visit www.ArnottBuysCores.com for shipping labels
* Prices above are for each core. Each core must be packaged properly in its own box, Arnott is not responsible for cores
lost or damaged in transit due to improper packaging. International vendors please contact Arnott for pricing. Prices &
needs subject to change.
Updated: 10/14/20

